Abstract

Data mining is the process of extracting previously unknown and valid information from large databases. Clustering is an important data analysis and data mining method. It is the unsupervised classification of objects into clusters such that the objects from same cluster are similar and objects from different clusters are dissimilar. Data clustering is a difficult unsupervised learning problem because many factors such as distance measures, criterion functions, and initial conditions have come into play. Many algorithms have been proposed in literature. However, some traditional algorithms have drawbacks such as sensitive to initialization and easily trapped in local optima. Recently, bio-inspired algorithms such as ant colony algorithms (ACO) and particle swarm optimization algorithms (PSO) have found success in solving clustering problems. These algorithms have also been used in several other real-life applications. They are global optimization techniques. The distance based algorithms have been studied for the clustering problems. This paper provides a study of particle swarm optimization algorithm to data clustering using different distance measures including Euclidean, Manhattan and Chebyshev for well known real-life benchmark medical data sets and an artificially generated data set. The PSO-based clustering algorithm using Chebyshev distance measure is better fitness value than those of Euclidean and Manhattan distance measures.
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